We propose and evaluate several deep network architectures for measuring the similarity between sketches and photographs, within the context of the sketch based image retrieval (SBIR) task. We study the ability of our networks to generalize across diverse object categories from limited training data, and explore in detail strategies for weight sharing, pre-processing, data augmentation and dimensionality reduction. In addition to a detailed comparative study of network configurations, we contribute by describing a hybrid multi-stage training network that exploits both contrastive and triplet networks to exceed state of the art performance on several SBIR benchmarks by a significant margin. Datasets and models are available at www.cvssp.org.
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a specific furniture form, a spotted dog, or particular building sharing any layers in a cross-category retrieval context. cently, a hybrid design was explored by Bui et al.
[31] using the 40 same architecture on both branches but sharing certain layers. 41 However, as their model learns mapping between sketch and 42 edgemap (rather than image directly) its performance is lim-43
ited. Furthermore, it is still unclear whether triplet loss works 44 better than contrastive loss, with [6, 31] a subset of layers are shared.
58
Our contributions for this paper are three-fold:
59
• A generic multi-stage training methodology for cross-60 domain learning that leverages multiple loss functions in 61 training shared networks as illustrated in Figure 1 .
62
• An extensive evaluation of convnet architectures and 63 weight sharing strategies.
64
• loss) and training strategy to optimize retrieval accuracy.
39
At certain training stages, a contrastive loss or triplet loss can be employed. We normalize inputs prior to these losses.
The contrastive loss function accepts a pair of input examples (x S , x I ) and regress their embedding closer or push them away depending on whether or not x S and x I are similar [38] . Let Y represents the label of a training pair (x S , x I ) such that:
The cross-domain Euclidean distance between two branch's outputs is defined as follows:
Then the contrastive loss can be written as:
where {.} + is hinger loss function. Parameter m is a margin 1 defining an acceptable threshold for x S and x I to be considered 2 as dissimilar. 
To accommodate the input triplet ( 
Our training procedure consists of 4 stages ( Fig. 1 ):
27
-Stage 1: train unshared layers Train the sketch and photo branches independently using a softmax loss, using pre-trained model if possible. This is purely a classification task which focuses on learning a representative model for each domain:
arg min
where λ is the weight decay term. Note: in eqn. 7 and 8 θ C was 28 learned independently since no joint training is implemented at 29 this stage.
30
-Stage 2: train shared layers We form a double-branch network, freeze the unshared layers which were already learned during stage 1. Next, we use contrastive loss together with softmax loss to train the shared layers. The use of softmax loss helps the sharing layers to learn discriminative features from both domains, whilst contrastive loss (eqn. 3) provides an early step of regression to bring the two domains together:
where α is weight of the regression term. We set α = 2.0 in all 31
experiments.
32
-Stage 3: train the whole network Unfreeze all frozen layers, form a triplet network and train it with triplet (eqn. 4) and softmax loss functions. We begin the training with two losses contributing equally, then later increase loss weight of the triplet function (α = 2.0) to steer the learning towards regression:
arg min nally, the whole network is adjusted/refined using triplet loss
10
(stage 3-4).
11
Although contrastive and triplet losses are crucial in regres-12 sion learning, we find them not tight enough to regulate the 
30
We also propose an augmentation method applicable for ing sketches drawn by different subjects. In total it has 12,500 tends to be scenery specific ( Fig. 3 (a-d) ). On the other hand, 28
Saavedra-SBIR happens to share 30 common categories with 29 TU-Berlin-Class, but its query set contains distinct sketches 30
with exceptionally high level of details ( Fig. 3 (e) ). These set-31 tings motivate a need for good generalization beyond training. 32
Additionally, it helps to avoid bias when comparing with non-33 learning methods which do not require any training data. 
Experimental settings 1
We followed the four training stages outlined in subsec. 3.3.
2
Photo images are first resized retaining aspect ratio so that 3 maximum dimension is 256 pixels, then padded with dupli-4 cate pixels along the edges to form unified 256x256 input data. AlexNet model is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Generalization 1
We first report the results of generalization capability of our gin. This is understandable since working directly on photo im-44 ages enable the network access full information from raw data. 45 In contrast, during edge extraction, certain information such as 46 colour and texture that may be distinctive to identify the objects 47 of interest will be lost, leaving the network with less informa-48 tive data to learn from. whiskers, which illustrates a great performance diversity among 6 sketch queries e. g. clean sketches can achieve 100% retrieval 7 precision while messy sketches may end up ∼0% performance. Fig. 1 ).
17 Table 1 shows the performance of all available combinations fewer parameters than the two others. We hypotheses that hav-36 ing an over-complicated design for the sketch branch can cause 37 it over-trained in a contrastive or triplet network, especially with 38 limited training data. classifiers at top of the network remain shared), we achieve 55 peak performance when sharing from inception layer 4e. In 56 all three cases the no-share configuration under-performs both 57 the full-share and partial-sharing performace (the performance 58 gain ranges from 7% for VGG16 to 14% for AlexNet). • The results are reported in Table 2 . Our partially-shared net- Next, we evaluated over Saavedra-SBIR (using mAP) and TU-Berlin-Retr as opposed to the closest approaches.
39
In Fig. 11 
